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 level bottoms without definite slope. They may be either dry, period-
 ically inundated, or occupied by lakes, the second class being far the
 most numerous. The water of inundation is often derived from springs
 on their floor. The poljen occur at low levels, and therefore receive
 an enormous supply of ' ground water," especially at the times of the
 autumn or winter rains, which the underground outlet cannot carry it
 off fast enough. The most important point in reference to the structure
 of the poljen is that their axis is usually parallel to the strike of the
 strata in which they lie.

 Dr. Cvijic concludes the treatise with a sketch of the distribution of
 Karst phenomena in the different geological formations.

 NORTHERN GREECE.

 By DR. A. PHTT.TPPSON.*

 NORTHERN Greece, i.e. the land north of the Ambracian and Malian Gulfs, or the
 provinces of Epirus and Thessaly, forms, in its general characteristics, a connecting
 link with the districts of the Western Balkan peninsula, which bound it on the
 north. The difference between the latter and Hellas is very marked, in spite of the
 slight distance and the agreement in geological structure. The western front of
 the Balkan peninsula is occupied by a rugged mountain range-Albania. A great
 number of parallel chains here run in a north-north-west and south-south-east
 direction parallel to the coast. They are the Dinaric rocky chain, which is con-
 tinued into Hellas with the same direction of strike and the same rocks. But,
 whereas in the latter it has been shattered and opened out by the sinking of larger
 or smaller sections of the range during the Tertiary epoch, in Albania no such
 shattering has taken place; the range is a continuous mass, difficult of access, and
 the coasts are uniform and unbroken, no gulf nor wide bay opening a way into the
 interior. Albania is on this account completely continental, and its inhabitants
 have never stood in so close a relation to the sea as the Greeks. An extreme

 climate-sharp frost and deep snow in winter, burning heat in summer-oppresses
 this inhospitable land, in which a population, robust and energetic, but indisposed
 to all regular political organization and higher culture, has been settled from the
 earliest times. Further to the east, in Upper Macedonia, we find, it is true, fertile
 basins occupying depressions in the range, but they are rarer, and on that account
 larger, than in Hellas, and intercommunication is impeded by high ranges. There
 is wanting here, moreover, the diversity, and above all the genial climate, of
 Hellas. Only the products of Central Europe thrive in the basins of Upper Mace-
 donia, exposed as they are to severe winter cold. What a contrast between these
 barbarous, trackless, and gloomy lands in the north, and the sunny and diversified
 fertile lands of Hellas in the south ! The coasts of Northern Greece stretch uni-

 formly, and are separated from the interior by mountains. In the south-east alone
 does the Gulf of Volo penetrate into the interior, and here only do we find a large
 seafaring population.

 Epirus is, like Albania, filled with parallel chains with a north-north-west and
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 * Paper read at the Berlin Geographical Society, January 6, 1894. * Paper read at the Berlin Geographical Society, January 6, 1894.
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 south-south-east direction, between which are extensive and fertile longitudinal
 valleys, which are wanting in Albania. The special characteristic of the climate is
 the happy mixture of northern and southern peculiarities. On the coast a Mediter-
 ranean climate and vegetation prevail. In the interior the winters are still fairly
 cold-the Lake of Janina (1575 feet) often freezes-but yet milder than in Albania,
 and the summers are not so dry as in Southern Greece, owing to the frequency of
 thunderstorms. The rivers of Epirus are, therefore, far more considerable than in
 other parts of Greece. In the east, towards Thessaly, the mountains crowd ever
 closer together up to the wild and inaccessible Pindus, hitherto as good as unknown.
 Eastward of this extends the wide plain of Thessaly, walled round with mountains
 -in the east, Olympus, Ossa, and Pelion; in the north, the low Kambulic moun-
 tains; in the south, Othrys. The climatic conditions are not so favourable here as
 in Epirus. The severe winter cold banishes hence the characteristic plants of the
 Mediterranean climate, and the summers are quite as burning hot as in Hellas.
 The exploration of Greece has, until quite recently, been carried on almost exclu-
 sively in the interest of history and archseology. Now, because in this respect
 Northern Greece is of slight importance, our knowledge of these regions has remained
 in a very backward state compared with that of Hellas. In the beginning of this
 century, when the bloodthirsty tyrant Ali Pasha ruled the country with an iron
 hand, Epirus was visited by quite a number of travellers; but the English archre-
 ologist Leake alone substantially promoted the knowledge of the topography of
 Epirus, while nothing was done for the physical geography. No systematic inves-
 tigations at all, even with regard to archaology, have been undertaken hitherto in
 Epirus. The site of the ancient Dodona has been revisited only within the last
 decade and a half, whilst as to the Pindus range it is even worse. Here only the
 new Graeco-Turkish boundary-line has been surveyed, but nothing but the line, the
 observations scarcely extending a few miles to the right and left of the boundary.
 Moreover, only one pass over the Pindus, the Zygos or Lakmon pass, has been
 frequently crossed by travellers. The northern and southern bounding ranges of
 Thessaly, too, are almost completely unknown. Olympus, Ossa, and Pelion alone
 have been investigated in respect of geology and botany. It is, therefore, no wonder
 that the existing maps are extremely inaccurate, seeing that the greater part rests
 on report only. Even the larger river-courses are laid down very incorrectly, the
 numerous names of places occur in wrong positions, and the direction of the moun-
 tain-chains is not, especially in the case of Pindus, correct even in its outlines.
 Thus, on the Upper Aspropotamus, several hitherto quite unknown peaks, of over
 6500 feet, were found in places where, until now, a broad basin of this river-valley
 was laid down.

 On account of the disturbances from brigands, an escort of soldiers, who must
 be kept together in quarters, is indispensable for a journey in Northern Greece.
 But it is of more use still in dangerous neighbourhoods to enter into relations with
 influential "Friends " of the brigands, and to gain the good-fellowship of the latter,
 for they even put themselves at the head of the soldiers, and escort the traveller in
 absolute safety through the districts under their sway, and recommend him in turn
 to their confederates. In this way Dr. Philippson was able to traverse over 1200
 miles, almost constantly on wild mountain paths, without any serious incident.

 From Lamia he crossed, with a strong escort, various ridges of the Othrys range,
 which divides the plain of the Spercheios from the basin of Thessaly, a low, feature-
 less range of serpentine, slate, and limestone. It is almost entirely uninhabited,
 covered with extensive forests of oak, which harbour abundance of game. The few
 villages are notorious for their leaning towards brigandage, for from 1829 to 1881
 the Grmeco-Turkish boundary ran over this range. Travelling here was very difficult
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 owing to the quite unusual quantity of snow, and the bad weather which prevailed
 throughout all Greece in the spring of 1893. Othrys is joined on the west by a
 broad slate range, which forms the skirts of the Pindus proper. The deeply cut
 valleys are a hindrance to progress, in spite of the gentle slopes of the crests. The
 valley of the Megdova, which forms the boundary with the limestone chains of the
 Pindus, is one of the finest examples of a hollow of erosion in the world. Repeated
 heavy snowstorms made it impossible on the 15th of April to penetrate the Pindus
 range from Karditsa, an animated little town of the Thessalian plain, and therefore
 an advance was first made hence to Trikala and Kalabaka, on the borders of Mace-
 lonia. Two important facts were discovered here. It was found that the Kambulic
 Hills, which had been usually drawn as a chain stretching east and west, consist of
 ridges of crystalline schist running south-south-east, and thus belong to the system
 of Olympus. T'he range is covered with forest along the course of streams, and the
 Greek and Turkish boundary posts are the only human habitations. In the second
 place, it came to light that north of Kalabaka there is a broad gap in the range,
 filled with gentle hills of horizontal Oligocene marls and sands. It is the country
 of Chassia, forming an easy gate of entrance to Thessaly. Although the land is not
 unfruitful, the population is the poorest of all Greece. In spite of the severe
 winter, they live exclusively in grass-covered huts, which are worse and smaller
 than those of African savages. This is a result of the excessively grievous con-
 ditions of land-tenure, which prevail in all Thessaly with the exception of the
 higher mountains. The land belongs to great landlords, to whom the cultivators
 have to pay a great part of their produce, and who perhaps never visit their pro-
 perty, but allow the peasants to be relentlessly plundered by bailiffs. The peasants
 are therefore sunk into the most extreme poverty, idleness, and apathy; and
 so Thessaly, highly blessed as it is by nature, which might be the granary of
 Greece, is an open sore of the land, and the acquisition of this province-the cause
 which has brought this about-is that which above all has brought Greece to the
 verge of bankruptcy.

 The Zygos plass, which, with its height of only 4900 feet above the sea, as a
 rule presents difficulties only in the depth of winter, was in 1893 barred to baggage
 animals, even at the end of April, by the masses of snow. It forms the one line of
 communication between Thessaly and Epirus, because here only a single crest has
 to be crossed, the Thessalian Peneios to the east, and the Artimos to the west,
 passing through all the other chains.

 Janina, a dirty, irregular town of 20,000 inhabitants, lies on the large but
 shallow lake of that name. It has lost much of its commercial importance since
 the cession of Arta and Thessaly to Greece.

 The geological structure of Western Epirus is fairly simple. Long, bare lime-
 stone ranges traverse the land in a south-south-east direction, between which the
 rivers have cut broad longitudinal valleys. In these dwells an energetic, agricultural
 population, in numerous thriving townships. The extreme north-western part of
 Epirus, with the river-plains of the Upper Kalamas of Argyro-Kastro and Delvino,
 is the best peopled and the most fruitful part of the land, and Epirus is far from
 being so bad as it is painted. It is true it is an excitable race which dwells here,
 and they are always ready to exchange the plough and shepherd's staff for the musket
 and yatagan. From Janina the traveller proceeded southwards to Arta by the
 excellent- road (omitted on all maps) which connects Janina with its port, Salahora,
 on the Ambracian Gulf, and along which almost the whole trade of Epirus passes.
 Here it was absolutely impossible to obtain information about routes and supplies
 in the Pindus range, for no communication with Thessaly exists at this point across
 the mountains. The Pindus is an extremely wild and trackless range, although its
 No. I.~APr.IL, 1894.] z
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 height does not exceed 7500 feet. It consists almost entirely of white stratified
 limestones, which are abruptly folded together in the most pronounced fashion.
 The rivers have washed out for themselves excessively steep and deep " valleys of
 erosion" in the folds, which are pressed together so as to form a single mountain
 mass. The Aspropotamos and all its tributaries run all of them in narrow ravines,
 which often reach a depth of over 3000 feet, there being never any level bottoms, which
 might serve the purposes of cultivation and traffic. It is these deep ravines which
 make the land so extremely impassable, since the mountain crests are not at all
 exceptionally difficult. As evidences of a former higher civilization, and a more active
 traffic, one still finds old-fashioned high-arched stone bridges in great numbers.
 Without them the fording of the rivers is not without danger, since they are con-
 tinuously filled with felled fir-trunks in rapid descent; for in the mountains, other,
 wise so impassable, these copious and swift rivers afford the possibility of floating
 down the felled timber-with ease to the sea, whence they are brought to market
 across the gulf to Patras. This easy transit occasions a heedless plunder of the
 forests by speculators from Patras and Trikala, who for small sums procure a permit
 from the government, and with their armed trains of woodcutters take up their
 abode in the woods, often against the opposition of the inhabitants. In a short time
 the splendid primeval fir woods, which a few years back clothed the whole of the
 Pindus, will have disappeared. Then the few cultivable spots in the valleys will be
 ruined by the flood-waters, and the population, so far as it does not emigrate, will

 give itself up to brigandage more than ever. Its chief means of support is the rear-
 ing of sheep and goats, and the adventurous forays which are made even into the
 heart of Epirus and Macedonia. From this source many of the people are com-
 paratively well off. They live in large and stately stone houses, in the enjoyment
 of complete freedom under their chiefs, but entirely without requirements, maize-
 cakes being as a rule their only food. The supply of the traveller and of his escort
 of thirteen soldiers involved, therefore, the greatest difficulties.

 A quite different race inhabits the northern part of the range, from the district
 of Aspropotamos to far within the Turkish territory. It is that of the Zinzars, a
 scattered Wallachian tribe. Here, in the bleakest mountain wilds, one finds large
 villages and towns, sometimes with over 5000 inhabitants (e.g. Metsovo and Syraku),
 with fine town houses adorned with artistic panelling and elegant European furniture,
 but.without any fields to speak of, or visible means of subsistence. In winter these
 places are mostly quite deserted, but are filled in summer with a bustling population,
 many in European dress, and of good manners. A part of these Wallachians are
 shepherds, who in winter repair with their flocks to the Thessalian plains; others,
 however, are merchants and innkeepers, who wander away to all parts of the
 Mediterranean, from Marseilles and Tunis to Syria and the Caucasus. They always
 know how to make money quickly, and as soon as they consider they have enough,
 they return for the summer to their mountain home.

 Having returned to Arta, Dr. Philippson proceeded to the southern part of the
 Pindus, which displays the same wild character, and then went by Karpenisi to the
 coast of the Gulf of Corinth, through the Oxya range adorned with fine beech woods,
 past the important chain of the Vardussia, for the exploration of which no time was
 left. The chief result of the journey is the discovery that the Pindus does not con-
 sist of two large chains which include a broad longitudinal valley of the Aspro-
 potamos, but of a system of several chains crowded together, crossed in a diagonal
 direction by the Aspros in narrow ravines.
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